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Analysis of Answers for GP Paper 2 Comprehension Exercise #17
(‘Truth’)
1.

The word is ‘quest’.
*Useful points to take note of:

2.

Firstly, in the past, people ascribed natural occurrences to the gods, whereas from the 18th century
onwards people sought explanations of the natural world using systematic reasoning. Secondly, in
the past, people made conjectures to understand the natural world whereas from the 18th century
onwards people conducted rigorous tests to understand the world.
*Useful points to take note of:

3.

The writer does this to demonstrate that while there are fixed facts in the natural world, in contrast,
there is no single definition of the truth when it comes to the social world because there are many
possible interpretations of what truth is, depending on various backgrounds.
*Useful points to take note of:

4.

The author means that the politicians’ and celebrities’ real knowledge of the topics they are discussing
is not instrumental to their opinions being seen as being true, as long as their opinions have been
widely circulated or if they match one’s position.
*Useful points to take note of:

5.

The reasons we lie are to obtain undeserved gains, exaggerate our accomplishments, conceal
wrongdoings and to prevent causing harm to others. The reason we accept lies is to avoid the suffering
to ourselves that the truth could bring.
*Useful points to take note of:
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6.

The author illustrates this by using the example of doctors who hid unusual medical findings from
patients to keep them from worrying and understated the seriousness of patients’ illnesses to make
them optimistic about getting better.
*Useful points to take note of:

7.

By this phrase, the author means a world that is pleasant but full of lies. Albert Camus was afraid of
such a world as there is no differentiation between what is genuine and what is inaccurate.
*Useful points to take note of:

8.

Firstly, the NBC report found that false news was innocently spread whereas it was alleged that
falsehoods were maliciously propagated during the US elections. Next, false news was spread without
planning in the NBC report whereas the allegations of Russian interference involved the orchestrated
spreading of falsehoods. Lastly, the NBC report found that common citizens participated in the
spreading of false news whereas allegations of Russian interference involved special operatives.
*Useful points to take note of:

9. The author is suggesting that the individual’s role is most critical in preserving truth as the individual is
the originator, delivery system and the objective of how and why fake news spread.
*Useful points to take note of:

10. The author wants to make a reference to the introduction paragraph where he started with writing
about Veritas hiding in a well and to end on an optimistic note that we still have a chance to uphold
the truth.
*Useful points to take note of:
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11. Summary Question (ANSWERS)
#

Points from the Passage

Paraphrased Points

1

…people are at risk of being easily exploited

People are in danger of / vulnerable to / susceptible
to being taken advantage of / manipulated / cheated

2

The ability to make sound judgements… withers
away

The capacity to form logical / rational conclusions /
decisions deteriorates / fades / declines / diminishes

3

…throwing lives into disarray

hurling lives into chaos / disorder

4

and inflicting deep psychological pain

causing severe / intense psychological / mental
suffering

5

…people trust each other less

people do not believe in others as much / people are
more suspicious / wary

6

the common ground between them vanishes:
or
there is nothing that we can all agree on.

shared beliefs / consensus / agreement amongst
people disappear

7

People find it hard to learn from one another,

People find it challenging / difficult to gain
knowledge from each other

8

…push people to take extreme positions

People have polarised views / positions

9

…discouraging new ways of thinking

and are less likely to have novel perspectives

10

The security of a country is at risk…

The safety of a nation is compromised / jeopardised

11

(Misinformation) resulting in at best, uncertainty,

Falsehoods lead to confusion

12

and at worst, conflict.

or even hostility / tensions

13

weakening the authority of governments

undermining the power / control of leaders

14

Trustworthy news outlets are side-lined

Reputable / Credible news sources are rejected /
marginalized / neglected / ignored

15

…lumped together with unreliable sources,
or
and their best efforts at dismissed as yet another
version of fiction.

They are viewed / seen as less credible information

16

news outlets today have taken on the responsibility
of fact checking
or
…journalists rapidly run through their statements to
verify that the things they say are true

What is being done to combat this is…

Schools teach students about the dangers of fake
news

while educational institutions educate students
about the harms /risks of false news

17

News platforms / channels currently verify /
corroborate information
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18

…equip them with skills needed to distinguish
falsehood from truth

and provide them with expertise / knowledge
to discern lies

19

Governments…enact laws against fake news.

Governments / The authorities pass legislation to
make fake news illegal

20

Social media companies have also been taken to
task by governments and communities

while social media companies are penalized /
punished by the authorities and society for
propagating / circulating fake news

21

…formation of various independent fact-checking
platforms to combat …fake news.

There are numerous autonomous avenues to verify /
corroborate information

22

Individuals, taking the initiative to report it as and
when they encounter it.

Individuals are now exposing / surfacing fake news
when they come across them

Sample Summary Answer
One negative consequence of not valuing the truth is [that people are vulnerable to being
manipulated]1 as [the capacity to form logical conclusions diminishes]2, [hurling lives into chaos]3 and
[causing intense mental suffering]4. Additionally, [people are more suspicious of one another]5, leading to
[polarized views]8 because [consensus amongst people disappear]6. As [credible news platforms are
marginalized]14, [confusion]11 ensue, [jeopardizing the safely of a nation]10. What is being done to combat
this is [news channels currently verify information] 16 while [educational institutions educate students
about the harms of fake news]17 and [provide them with expertise to discern lies] 18. Furthermore,
[governments pass legislation to make fake news illegal] 19 and [penalize social media companies that
propagate falsehoods]20. Finally, [there are now numerous autonomous avenues to corroborate
information]21 with [individuals exposing fake news]22.

(119 words)

*Do join our GP tuition lessons at www.irwins-study.com for
in-depth explanations of the answers and useful answering
techniques, including the Application Question (AQ)!
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